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Components of a Modern Road Information System 
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Abbreviations
& Other Terms

Aa Warning sign model, triangular shape
Ab Warning sign model, diamond shape
ASFINAG Austrian government-owned corporation 

(builds and maintains autobahns and collects tolls)
CP Contracting Party to the VC 
Crash Accident  (word to be avoided; it implies “not preventable”)
E, M, W 
Europe

Eastern, Middle, Western Europe

EA European Agreement Supplementing the Convention
ECOSOC UN Economic and Social Council 
GERSS Group of Experts on Road Signs and Signals 

(WP.1 subcommittee) 
GRSP Working Party on Passive Safety 

(WP.29 subcommittee) 
HOV High Occupancy Vehicle  

(bus, taxi, or car with passengers; car sharing/pooling)
I-SCT In-Safety Comprehension Test 

(studied signs in Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary)
IRSCEP International Road Sign Comprehension Project

(studied signs in Canada, Finland, Israel, Poland, South Africa)
ISO International Standards Organization
LMICs Low and Middle Income Countries
LEZ Low Emission Zone
NCP Not a Contracting Party to the VC 
PMV Personal Mobility Vehicle
Pre-
IRSCEP

Precursor of IRSCEP 
(studied signs in Canada, Finland, Israel, Poland) 

R.E.1 Consolidated Resolution on Road Traffic 
(prepared by WP.1, 2010)

R.E.2 Consolidated Resolution on Road Signs and Signals 
(prepared by WP. 1, 2010) 

Text Inscription
VC Convention on Road Signs and Signals (Vienna Convention) 
VMS Variable Message Sign
WP.1 Global Forum for Road Traffic Safety 

(formerly Working Party on Road Traffic Safety) 
WP.15 Working Party on the Transport of Dangerous Goods
WP.29 World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Criteria for Evaluating New Sign Proposals

1 Is this concept needed by more than a few countries?  YES 

2 Do current VC signs cover this concept?  NO 

3 Are VC signs used for the concept when they should not be?  YES 

4 Should current VC sign definitions be expanded to include this concept?  NO

5 Can the concept be expressed symbolically and with simplicity?  YES 

6 For consistency, can the symbol or part of it be applied in other symbols?  YES

7 If the sign requires an end, can “end of…” be expressed clearly?  YES 

8 Does the concept require addition of text (at least initially)?  PREFERABLY NO 

9 Can the concept be expressed with discriminability?  YES 

10 Will the symbol be too similar to other symbols with different meanings?  NO 

11 IIs the symbol used in other countries with another definition?  NO

12 Is the concept already in widespread use?  YES 

13 Does use of the concept lack harmonization?  YES

14 Does the concept have widespread, current, and future relevance?  YES

15 Do different symbols and/or sign models exist for the same concept?  YES

16 Is the level of hazard high to road users who misinterpret the sign?  YES 

17 Do comprehension test results preclude adoption of the new symbol?  NO 

18 Was the testing reliable?  YES 

19 Would adding this sign require changing a VC sign’s definition?  SOMETIMES

NOTE:  Exceptions exist to some of these criteria! 

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
ROADWAY   HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT   Bends

Warning arrow 
design

Model Aa users: 
mainly with tail, 
no arrowhead; 
Model Ab users:  
mainly with 
head, no tail

The VC arrow is suitable for a triangular shape, but 
visually awkward and unnecessary for Model Ab.  As the 
VC offers several alternative designs for Ab warning 
signs, adding an alternative arrow for Ab should be 
considered.  CPs: #1, 2, 4.  NCP: #3.  

Side road or 
hidden side 
road on bend

A few CPs;
Many NCPs

Needed to replace confusing combination of A1 and A19 
or A1/A19 and H8; many versions possible, 
also with several side roads.

Winding road 2 CPs;
Many NCPs

An LMIC request.  Most non-European CPs have
more bend signs than A1a/d, e.g., for hairpins.  

ROADWAY   VERTICAL ALIGNMENT   Slopes 

Slow vehicle 
ahead

4 CPs; 
African NCPs

Due to low use among CPs, it is unclear if the hazard is 
major.  NCP A signs (#9-10) and French H panels (#13-
14) mirror the A2/A3 slope direction.  The opposite 
direction of the Italian and Czech symbols (#11-12) may 
confuse drivers; revising them should be considered.  
The UK slope signs are A2a and A3a 
plus #10, which is defined as 
“slow-moving vehicle ahead.”  

Examples of the sign assemblies in France

Warning Signs, A

8

#7

#3 #4

#9 #10

#1 #2

#5 #6

#11

#12

#8

#14
#13
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Dangerous 
descent 
(especially for 
trucks)

2 CPs; 
Many NCPs

After descents, more trucks relative to cars experience 
brake failure.  In countries lacking escape lanes, 
catastrophic crashes often result.  Due to the hazard to 
trucks and the consequences to other road users of 
brake failure crashes, many NCPs use the truck symbol 
on their slope sign(s).  Chile has 4 slope signs, 2 with the 
car symbol and 2 with the truck symbol.  

Use low gear Many NCPs This advice should be unnecessary.  However, due to the 
many truck drivers who use brakes on steep descents, 
the reminder is worthwhile.  

Delivering a comprehensible/legible message entirely 
without text may not be possible

Dangerous 
descent (for 
small vehicles)

1 CP; 
Many NCPs

Often outside the national code, CP signs on the road 
substitute symbols for various hazards and prohibitions.  
The VC permits some substitutions, but allegedly not in 
all places.  One sign is more direct than a sign plus an H 
panel with a different symbol.  Luxembourg’s sign (#16) 
informs cyclists of the slope gradient and its distance.

Warning Signs, A

#14

#16#15

#1 #2

#7 #8

#9

#10
#12

#3

#4 #5

#6

#13

#11
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Slope with 
different 
gradients

2 CPs use H; 
2 NCPs

The VC covers multiple gradients with separate warning 
signs.  This usually suffices.

Blind crest At least 4 NCPs Road that are narrow or whose road markings permit 
overtaking near hilltops are extra hazardous as vehicles 
approach the crest. 

Dangerous cliff 1 CP
4 NCPs 

These narrow mountain roads are hazardous to the side 
and to the front of vehicles.  

Escape lane 
ahead (with 
add

3 NCPs Many European CPs believe G19 is hard to understand 
and use signs with text.  G19 comprehension 70% China; 
however, text on sign states “escape lane”.
Is adding text needed to increase G19’s
comprehensibility?

Warning Signs, A

#1 #2

#6

#3

#4 #5

#13

#9

#12

#7

#10 #11

#8

#15#14 #16
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
ROADWAY STRUCTURES   Bridges   Speed barriers   Jetties   Trees  Tunnels 

Hump bridge 3 CPs; 
Many NCPs

A7b should not apply to both speed humps and hump 
bridges.  That the VC in 1968 intended “ridges” to mean 
speed humps is unlikely.  The hump bridge hazard, risk 
of grounding for low clearance vehicles, requires a 
separate sign.  #1-2 is the hump bridge symbol used by 
all, but it may suggest the road leads under the bridge. 

Risk of 
grounding

A: 4 CPs;
A: 5 NCPs;
H: 1 CP 

A sign is needed to prevent grounding on hump bridges 
and level crossings.  #3 comprehension low in rural UK; 
#5 comprehension 3% in S Korea.  These tests of the 
general driver population are not valid for determining 
the sign’s comprehensibility.  Only flatbed truck drivers 
must understand it.  Though these signs apply to level 
crossings, specific signs for level crossings may be more 
effective. 
For level crossing signs, see Low ground clearance in this Warning section.  

Arch bridge A: 1 CP, many 
NCPs; 
H: a few CPs 
(unofficial) 

#8-9 distinguish hump bridges from arch bridges.  The 
latter is hazardous to tall trucks, which must use the 
road’s center.  This creates a hazard for oncoming traffic.  
Also, the road may narrow below this bridge.  Vietnam 
uses the hump bridge symbol for arch bridge (#10). 

Speed table 1 CP;
A few NCPs

In addition to its warning sign for speed humps, Estonia 
has a second sign (#11) to warn drivers and riders of this 
other traffic calming device. 

Warning Signs, A

#1

#7

#6

#3 #4

#5

#2

#8 #9

#12

#11

#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Waterway 
beside road 
(no  barrier) 

2 CPs; 
2 NCPs

Most CPs and NCPs use A6 for this hazard, which gives 
drivers incorrect information and thereby increases their 
exposure to danger.  A6’s definition does not include this 
hazard.  This type of mishap is not rare in LMICs. 

Example of a European CP’s symbol substitution for A6 

Low trees 
beside road

5 European CPs;
A few NCPs

Drivers of tall vehicles are urged to avoid the roadside so 
as not to damage trees.  The H panel is often posted 
between A32 above it and H2 below it.  Germany 
previously used an H panel and then elevated the 
warning to an A sign. 

Underpass 1 CP; 
A few NCPs

An underpass is a short “tunnel” through a mountain or 
hill or below an overpass.  They are in shadow.  Even 
when lit, they require instant adjustment to darkness, 
moreso on sunny days.  Height restriction is a  hazard 
too.  Due to their short length, tunnel regulations do not 
apply.  Vietnam’s symbol (#8) distinguishes underpass 
from arch bridge, for which it also has a sign.  

ROADWAY ROAD SURFACE   Uneven road/Ruts/Change in road surface/Uneven lanes

Uneven road 
(for riders) 

1 CP;
A few NCPs

Luxembourg’s sign (#10) specifically addresses cyclists 
and notes the hazard’s length.  Most NCPs use text signs 
to warn cyclists and motorcyclists of this hazard.  

Warning Signs, A

#1

#7

#6

#3 #4

#5

#9

#2

#8

#11

#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Longitudinal 
ruts

Widespread in 
European CPs

Some CPs use existing A signs.  It distorts the message.

Other CPs created new A signs or H panels.  Many more 
variations exist than the 4 types on diagram to the left, 
such as this Belgian H panel.  It is paired
with A32, but is also seen with A7a.  

Both diagrams are from my presentation to GERSS, 
which contains a more thorough explanation found at  
GERSS session 15, Presentations: ”How Should Signs Warn of Ruts?”   
The assertion in GERSS Informal document #2 that a 
warning sign for ruts replace A7c does not consider their 
differences.  A7c’s hazard is perpendicular to the road 
and is of short length.  Ruts are a parallel hazard that 
may be kilometers long.  Signs for both are essential.  

Change in road 
surface

E European CPs; 
Many NCPs

The sign is used most often for end of a paved road.  
Belarus recently replaced #5 with a unique sign (#6). The 
European signs resemble #5; the NCP symbol resembles 
#7.  Many NCPs also warn of start of a paved road (#8).  

Warning Signs, A

#5 #6

#8#7
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Uneven lanes 3 CPs; 

Many NCPs
The sign usually applies to temporary conditions, such as 
road work, but it is also a permanent sign in some 
countries.  #1 is for one-way lanes.  #2 is for two-way 
lanes.  The southern African sign (#3) is very similar to its 
sign for dangerous shoulder.  Chile’s sign (#7) has 2 
meanings: uneven lanes and dangerous shoulder.  

Two tests in the US of a sign similar to #1-2 
found 85% and 98% comprehension; 
the sign passed the distance legibility test. 

ROADWAY WEATHER/CLIMATE   Low visibility   Sand   Soft road   Dip with water/Water on road   Natural Disasters

Low visibility, 
usually fog 

A few CPs;
Many NCPs

R.E.2 has a fog warning VMS (#9), a snow/ice warning 
and H panel VMS, but no rain symbol.  Some foggy areas 
need permanent signs.  IRSCEP’s average in 5 countries 
of #10: comprehension 19%, reaction time 10 seconds.  
Comprehension of #12 in US and Canada 75%; passed 
legibility test.  A signs, H panels, and VMS for snow/ice 
should be compared with signs for rain and fog.  

GERSS member S. Egger believes uneven horizontal lines 
are understood to mean fog. 
I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: 
comprehension 81%. 

#1 #2

#3

Warning Signs, A

#4

#12

#5

#8

#6

#10

#7

#9

#14

#15

#16

#11

#13

#9
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Sand NCPs in desert 

regions
Sand creates 3 types of hazards during windy seasons:       
a) low visibility for all road users (#1); b) slippery roads 
from sand; and c) sand dunes across a part of or an entire 
road (#3).  The first hazard also affects countries without 
deserts, e.g., Saharan winds blowing dust across West 
Africa (the Harmattan season) for nearly 4 months.  Sand 
is not easy to depict.  A text sign may be needed. 

Soft road 1 CP; 
A few NCPs

Vehicles sink in mud on dirt roads in regions with long 
rainy seasons and also during spring thaw in cold 
climates.  Vietnam recently added #4 based on China’s 
symbol (#5).  Canada’s sign (#6) warns heavy vehicles of 
soft roads during the spring thaw. 

These are original designs: 

Dip with water / 
Water across 
road

1 CP; 
Many NCPs

A7c depicts a “dry” dip.  Most NCPs view a “wet” dip as a 
greater hazard due to its hidden depth.  Changing the 
A7c symbol to a dip with rainwater or offering dip with 
rainwater as an alternative symbol should be considered.  
Another symbol (#12-13), defined as water across the 
road, warns of a shallow stream crossing a low point in 
the road.  No country has both symbols.  
Dry dip hazards: Vehicle damage, loss of control. 
#8-11 hazards: Same as dry dip, wet brakes, aquaplaning.  
#12-13 hazards: wet brakes, aquaplaning.

#1

#2

Warning Signs, A

#4

#12

#5

#8

#6

#11

#10

#7

#9

#13

#3

Egger image.  I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: comprehension 80%. M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Water on road 
(aquaplaning 
danger) 

A few CPs; 
A few NCPs

As permanent signs, #1, 3, 5 may have the same 
meaning as water across road on previous page.  #2 
warns of spray from a roadside waterway.  #4 (“if wet”) 
refers to a temporary condition.  Most countries use A9 
to express danger of skidding or aquaplaning.  

Many disaster warning signs are permanently posted in 
areas prone to specific natural disasters.  
These signs are part of an emergency management 
system that includes C and G signs.  

Floodplain area A few CPs;
A few NCPs

These are the most serious water-related warning signs. 
The added exclamation point on Vietnam’s A7c sign (#6) 
indicates flood danger.  Most CPs use H panels to warn 
of flooding.  Norway has unique signs that indicate 3 
levels of danger from least (#11) to most (#13).  These 
signs are posted permanently or seasonally.  

No standard signage exists for floods in progress.  
Many of the signs are text combined with 
road closed signs and/or barricades across 
flooded roads.  

#1
#2

#3

#5

Warning Signs, A

#4
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Tsunami area NCPs in coastal 

regions

Avalanche area 1 CP; 
Several NCPs 

Avalanche warnings may pertain to massive rockfall, 
mudslides, or snow.  Norway’s A11 sign (#5) warns of 
fallen rocks, fallen soil and debris, or an avalanche of 
snow.  It also warns of impediments on the road from 
previous landslides.  

Earthquake area Several NCPs #10 also stands for avalanches; its colors differentiate it 
from A11.  Japan uses VMS to warn of 
earthquakes and tremors in progress.  

Active volcano 
area

Several NCPs #11 is posted with H panels that warn of 4 hazards: 
falling ash, mud slides, falling rocks, and lava flow.  

Warning Signs, A

#1

#4 #5

#6
#7 #8

#9 #10

#2

#3

#11 #12
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
High risk fire 
area 

W European CPs; 
Many NCPs

#4 and #5 aim to prevent wildfires by informing road 
users not to throw matches on the ground; this is not a 
warning sign message.  

Quebec has 2 VMS for fire in progress   
that warn of delays or road closure 
due to fire.  

TRAFFIC   ADVANCE CONTROL   Stop ahead

Stop ahead #6: Many 
European CPs;
#7: 2 European 
CPs, 1 European 
NCP

The Netherlands recently replaced #6 with #7.  It is too 
soon to predict if this will become a trend.  IRSCEP’s 
average in 5 countries: #6 comprehension 76%, reaction 
time 4.4 seconds; #7 comprehension 96%, reaction time 
2.9 seconds.  Growing practices for sure among many 
CPs are signs on boards and use of the color fluorescent 
yellow-green for sign boards, wide borders, and grounds. 

TRAFFIC   INTERSECTIONS

Two-way cross 
traffic

#8: 5 CPs;
Many NCPs

The VC’s E and G sections provide no examples of cross 
traffic and contraflow traffic.  #8 is needed unless new E 
and G signs fill this void.  Definitions of #8 vary.  One 
definition is two-way traffic crosses one-way road.  

Three-way 
intersection

Latin American 
NCPs 

Latin America uses the sign where a triangular island 
abuts the road, but the sign may be adapted for other 
types of three-way road configurations. 

Warning Signs, A

#8 #9

#3

#4 #5

#6 #7

#1 #2

#11#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
TRAFFIC   CONTROL & FLOW   Speed control   Road width 

Transverse 
rumble strips 

A few CPs; 
Many NCPs

Warning of rumble strips across the road is necessary.  

A reason to add a sign to the VC:  The warning signs 
have no uniformity.  

A reason not to add a sign:  Drivers are observed slowing 
down whether or not they understand the current signs.  
Drivers do not appear to be losing control and crashing.  

Belgium’s H panel (#4) may be used on the road even 
though it is not officially in the national code. 

The Netherlands has 2 terms for rumble strips 
on one sign: ribbels and wildrooster. 

Mobile bollards A few European 
CPs

Mobile bollards are problematic to drivers who park in 
the wrong place at the wrong time.  Ensnarement of 
vehicles on bollards may indirectly be a roadway hazard 
by causing lateness for appointments, damage to the 
vehicle, or other types of driver stress.  There are also 
reports of vehicles crashing into mobile bollards.  

Warning Signs, A

#6

#7

#1

#4

#8

#5

#11

#9 #10

#12

#2 #3
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Road widens 

OR 
Carriageway  
begins

1 CP;
Many NCPs

The hazards:  Drivers go faster on wider (multilane) 
roads and overtaking begins.  Improper overtaking is a 
major cause of crashes in LMICs.  

Divided road 
begins / ends

Worldwide European CPs use a G sign for start and A23 for end.  
These asymmetrical signs contrast with other VC sign 
symmetricity for similar concepts.  The rest of the 
world’s signs are symmetrical, such as #4-7.  In addition 
to these signs, many non-European countries have A23 
defined as one-way road turns into two-way road.  Some 
European CPs also use A23 with this 2nd definition.  

Heavy vehicle 
entering road
(e.g., bus, 
school bus, 
truck, fire 
engine)

A few NCPs This concept may also be expressed as an A sign 
with only a vehicle image, such as Luxembourg’s 
bus sign, or on an H panel, such as Belgium’s 
truck exit warning. 
Pre-IRSCEP study’s average in 4 
countries of a temporary sign: 
comprehension ~45%.  

School bus stop 
ahead

Many NCPs R.E.1 emphasizes protecting children on school routes.  
This refers to walking and cycling.  Due to the distinctive 
appearance of school buses, these signs seem unneeded 
to protect school children.  They are useful for motorists 
wishing to avoid delays along school bus routes during 
pickup and drop-off times. 

Warning Signs, A

#6

#5

#3

#4

#8

#7

#1
#2

#9

#10

#11 #12

#14 #15

#16

#13
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
TRAFFIC   MOTORIZED   Level crossings   PMVs   Ferries

Low ground 
clearance

A few NCPs C6 protects tall trucks from hazards above them, but not 
low trucks from hazards below them.  To safeguard level 
crossings: a warning sign is needed, C6 must be adapted 
for ground clearance height, and this height (laden and 
unladen) should be posted in the cabs of low trucks. 

No stopping on 
tracks 

Many NCPs Despite the rectangular shape, some of these signs are 
in the warning section of NCP national codes.  

The French pictorial sign 
delivers the same message. 

Some UK level crossings are marked 
with the yellow crosshatch pattern 
and a fixed sign or VMS stating: 
Keep Crossing Clear.  

Manual gate African NCPs Not all level crossing gates are motorized.  This sign may 
pertain to all manual gates across roads, including those 
at level crossings.  A recent study of UK level crossings 
concluded that a manual gate warning sign is needed. 

Warning Signs, A

#1

#2

#8

#7#6

#3

#4
#5

#10#9

#11 #12 #13
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Overhead 
electric cables

Worldwide; 
Most CPs use H;
NCPs use A;
#1 & #4 are the 
2 main symbols

Sign #1: not tested.  Sign #5 tested in workplaces only: 
comprehension 43% S Africa, <50% Hong Kong, 72% 
Iran, 83% China.  #1 and #4, the 2 main symbols, are 
used equally often as road signs.  They work as A signs 
or as H panels.  Cable height must be shown.  For the 
VC, symbol #4, an ISO symbol familiar to many workers, 
is the better choice.  #3 is used by 2 European CPs. 

Long vehicles A few NCPs Long vehicles, such as logging trucks, and vehicles with 
long tows pose particular hazards, especially when 
turning or being driven in roundabouts.  

#11 warns drivers on roads where cars towing boats 
make slow, wide turns to reach a marina.  

One CP has an H panel for oversize vehicle:

Trolleybuses 1 NCP Eastern European CPs have E signs for trolleybus stop, 
but no A signs.  Because these vehicles differ from trams 
– their presence may be less obvious due to no rails on 
the roadbed – an A sign deserves consideration.  

Slow vehicles Many NCPs Slow vehicles are a serious hazard in rural areas.  Head-
on crashes have occurred when drivers attempted to 
overtake tractors and other slow vehicles.  

Warning Signs, A

#1 #2

#7#6

#3

#4 #5

#9

#8

#10
#11

#11

#12
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
PMVs 1 CP Signs concerning PMVs are mainly in the C and H 

categories.  Specific PMV A signs were requested, but 
they do not exist (yet) in the A category.  

Ferries Many NCPs Signs for ferry terminals in LMICs warn of traffic queues 
before boarding and heavy traffic after disembarking.  
Traffic may mean pedestrians, vehicles, or both.  

TRAFFIC   NON-MOTORIZED   Pedestrians/Cyclists   Livestock   Wildlife

Pedestrians & 
cyclists crossing

A few European 
CPs;
W Hemisphere 
NCPs 

Including lane lines may lead to many variations 
of this sign and of E12.  GERSS members are 
divided over whether lane lines are needed
and whether 1 or 2 signs deliver 
the clearer message.  

Passenger 
cycles

1 CP; 
2 NCPs

This transportation mode remains current in LMICs and 
may expand during times of high fuel prices.  

Senior citizens 8 CPs; 
At least 12 NCPs

GERSS members are divided about this sign.  Some favor 
its use on an H panel only.  #11, the symbol most used, 
is unpopular among seniors.  Denmark’s sign (#10) is for 
all pedestrians, but it suggests some cross slowly. 

Warning Signs, A

#5#4

#1 #2

#3

#7
#6

#8

#9 #10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Pedestrians 
walking along 
the road

At least 9 
European CPs; 
Many NCPs 

These signs differ from pedestrian crossing signs.  They 
represent a hazard parallel to the road, while crossings 
are perpendicular or sometimes diagonal.  The signs are 
used where there are no sidewalks.  An extra hazard is 
that many pedestrian walk on the less safe side of the 
road (not facing the traffic).  This sign’s use is increasing.  
There are 2 symbols: #1-8 and #7-9.  The former follows 
VC sign D5.  The latter follows R.E.2’s VMS A33 (#10).  

Mr. Egger offers a more dynamic VMS symbol.  
He doubts 2 human figures will work well on 
VMS warning Model Aa.  He will explain why 
if asked. 

Herders or 
drovers

Worldwide 
with sign A15a

A15a symbols for herds are cattle, sheep, goats, camels, 
and horses.  Herds cross or use the road only with 
supervision.  Because A15a also warns of stray animals,  
the same symbol for both does not provide sufficient 
information to LMICs.  

Warning Signs, A

#1 #2

#8#7

#6

#3

#4 #5

#9

#12#11

#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Horse riders / 
Wild horses

A few CPs; 
Many NCPs 

The VC provides for a wild horses warning sign (A15b), 
but does not include a warning for horse riders.  Both 
contain different hazards.  Motor vehicles may cause 
harm to horse riders, which places them in the 
vulnerable category.  Wild horses may cause crashes, 
particularly to riders on smaller vehicles. 

Sweden has warning signs for both (#3 and #7), as does 
the UK (#2 and #6), Australia, the US, and many other 
NCPs.      

A horse rider sign is in the VC’s D section.  CPs and NCPs 
apply it to more sign types, including C, E, F, G, and H.

Small wild 
animals

Most CPs; 
Most NCPs 

The VC covers all animals, but both its examples (15a/b) 
show large animals.  The hazard differs for small and 
large.  Small animals need protection, but large animals 
are responsible for crashes.  As motorists kill many small 
animals annually, one example in the VC of a small 
animal (or an endangered species?) would be welcome.  
An added concern is that roadkill is slippery and  drivers 
swerve to avoid it.  Sweden’s portable sign (#11) warns 
of wildlife, small or large, killed on the road.

Warning Signs, A

#1

#2

#8

#7#6

#3

#4

#5

#9 #10

#11

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Hazard markers warn and guide road users around 
immobile structures.  They also aid other TCDs in halting 
traffic until a mobile “threat” has passed.  Installation is 
on or near obstacles in contrast to advance warning signs.

Level crossing 
here, one track

Mainly 
European CPs; 
A few NCPs

The level crossing symbol does not deliver an advance 
warning.  It indicates a train track’s immediate presence. 

Level crossing 
here, 2 or more 
tracks 

Mainly 
European CPs

Same as above.  Some European CPs that use A28a do 
not use A28b.  A few European CPs and NCPs recently 
stopped using this sign.  

Direction to 
follow 
(Short chevrons,
permanent or 
temporary) 

Worldwide Chevrons are horizontal alignment signs that indicate 
direction.  They are mainly used in groups for guidance 
around bends.  Their colors vary greatly.  Black on yellow 
and red on white are the most frequently used colors.  
One country’s colors for permanency is another country’s 
colors for temporary.  This is true for all types of markers. 

Direction to 
follow 
(Short chevrons,  
temporary)

Worldwide The most frequent colors seen at road works are red on 
white. 

Hazard Markers, A
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Direction to 
follow
(Long chevrons,  
horizontal)

Worldwide Chevron horizontal alignment markers have many uses.  
They indicate the direction to follow to avoid a 
permanent or temporary obstacle or any other type of 
hazard.  They are often used in roundabouts to indicate 
the direction of travel and to delineate their curvature.  
They are also on sharp bends.  

Direction to 
follow

Mainly NCPs Some countries use arrow signs in addition to chevrons.  
In NCPs not using D1a signs, which are installed on an 
intersection’s near side, arrow markers are installed on a 
T intersection’s far side.  The marker shown on the left is 
equivalent to           and is modeled on D1b.  

Road closed,
permanent or 
temporary; end 
of road

Worldwide Single and double chevron pattern (when facing outward) 
and diagonal stripes give the impression of indicating 
direction.  Perpendicular stripes best indicate a road is 
closed or partly closed without suggesting direction.  
Some of these markers are also seen at T intersections.  

Directions to 
follow

Worldwide 
(with different 
applications)

The photo illustrates location 
of a double arrow marker on 
a T intersection’s far side.  Its
equivalent is            .  

It too is modeled on D1b. 

Hazard Markers, A
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Top row: 
Obstruction;
Bottom row: 
End of road

Many NCPs The photo illustrates how 
markers highlight a wall that 
drivers must circumnavigate.  
The examples are from the US 
code.  Similar markers are used 
in Central America, Malaysia, 
Saudi Arabia, and elsewhere.   

Direction to 
follow (long 
chevrons, 
vertical) 

Worldwide These markers, along with traffic cones, barrels, and 
other devices, act as channelizers when temporarily 
installed, usually for road work, to guide traffic into safe 
lanes.  When these markers are on or at obstacles, most 
often at roadside, they act as hazard markers.  

Barriers on or 
adjacent to the 
road

Worldwide Some hazard markers have specific shapes or patterns 
for the type of barrier, such as the edges of  bridges, 
tunnels, and utility poles.  

There are too many for all to be shown here. 

Hazard overhead Some NCPs A few countries mount horizontal chevrons on gantries. 

Hazard Markers, A
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Direction to 
follow with 
additional 
information

A few CPs; 
A few NCPs

Some countries add road signs or symbols to hazard 
markers.  

Obstacles in 
center of road, 
go left or right 

OR 
Road divides,  
go left or right

Worldwide Most, but not all CPs, indicate direction by the 
downward slope of a diagonal stripe or chevron.  The 
opposite applies in nearly all Latin American countries: 
the upward slope is the direction to follow.  
When the markers are used for a dividing road, the 
direction of travel is the same on both sides. 

Road divides; 
Go left or right

Many European 
CPs;
Many NCPs 

These markers, installed near or on an obstacle like a 
median, are seen where a major road divides and 
direction of travel is the same on both sides.  Road users 
must choose whether to go left or right.  

Go left or right 4 CPs;
2 NCPs

Some countries reinforce the hazard marker message 
with a mandatory sign to ensure motorists understand 
that they may proceed on either side of the marker. 

Hazard Markers, A
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments

#4-6: images displayed 
here as viewed by test 
participants 

#1: Pass on left 
#2: Pass on right 
#3: Pass on left
#4: Hazard markers
#5: Hazard markers
#6: Hazard markers
#7: Go either way 
#8a: Object marker
#8b: Pass on left 
#9a: Object marker
#9b: Pass on left   

(above are the 
correct responses 
per the researchers)

Worldwide Hazard markers were tested in the laboratory for 
comprehension, without context (#1-7) and with (#8-9). 
#1: Jordan, 26%, main wrong answer was level crossing 
ahead; #2; S Africa, 70%; #3: ~54%, wrong answers were 
no entry (37%), caution (10%), no stopping (7%); #4: 
Turkey, 0%; #5: Turkey, 1%; #6: US, 48%, wrong answers 
were reduce speed (28%), drive to edge of sign (4%), not 
sure (20%); #7: Hong Kong, ~32%, wrong answers were 
go ahead (56%), expressway (7%); #8a/b: US, 4%; #8a: 
wrong answers were left bend (79%), road ends (13%); 
#8b: wrong answers were no direction (24%), pass on 
right (8%);  #9a/b: US, 24%; #9a: wrong answers were 
left bend (46%), road ends (21%); #9b: wrong answers 
were no direction (24%), pass on right (4%).    

#5: researcher believes displaying 2 markers together 
was a mistake as it may have confused participants and 
drastically lowered comprehension; #6: participants 
were high school students; #7: marker from mainland 
China tested in Hong Kong; #8: not a US marker (a poor 
choice to test as it resembles chevron for left bend).  

The Protocol’s odd Diagram 27 displays a vertical hazard 
marker, not a road marking.  This marker is a “sign” that 
does not belong in the Protocol. 

#1 #2 #3

#5

Hazard Markers, A

#4

#6

#7 #9a/b#8a/b
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Barriers restrict forward or side traffic movement to 
safeguard road users and enforce rules.  Movable gates 
temporarily protect road users from hazards ahead of 
them or ensure stopping for police, customs, borders, 
tolls, or other purposes.  

Level crossing 
gates, automatic

Worldwide The VC’s designs for gates belong in this category. 

Level crossing 
gates, manual

Worldwide in 
rural areas 

These VC designs were for manual gates, which have in 
places been automated without a change in appearance. 

Road closed Worldwide with 
much variation 
in color & design

Slanting stripes may unintentionally indicate direction.  
Road users must consult other signs, such as diversion 
signs, that point to safe direction of travel.  

Speed humps Worldwide Humps are traffic calming devices, “semi-barriers” that 
slow traffic and reduce noise.  CPs use more colors and 
patterns than R.E.2’s 3 
yellow (or white) patterns. 

Barriers & Channelizers

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.



Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
National sign codes separate temporary and permanent 
signs.  Should the VC have a separate section for certain 
temporary signs?  Yellow or orange usually stands for 
temporary.  A few CPs now use fluorescent yellow-green, 
the most visible daytime color.  Fluorescent orange is 
most visible at night.  Orange is preferable for temporary 
since, for 7 CPs and many NCPs, yellow = permanent. 

WARNING   TEMPORARY   Road work   Emergencies   Drones      (See also VMS and in Warning Signs, Uneven lanes and Fog.) 

Road work Worldwide Many CPs use white and no color conformity exists, but 
does it matter?  Research by IRSCEP team members 
revealed different ground colors do not significantly 
impair driver comprehension or response time. 

Similarly, the central 
image remains clear: 

End of road 
work

Worldwide Most countries use text to indicate “end” with or 
without A16.  A uniform way to express end of a warning 
for models Aa and Ab is needed.  In addition to road 
work, this “end” symbol could be applied to any warning 
of long distance, e.g., animal crossings, fallen rocks, ruts,  
slippery road.  

#1 #2

#4

Temporary Signs, A

#3

#5

#8

#6

#7

#9 #10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Construction or 
maintenance 
vehicle

CPs: H panel;
NCPs: A sign 

Some countries use 1 symbol; others specify type of 
road work, including line painting, utility work, tree 
pruning, street cleaning, snow removal, fumigation, etc.

Vehicle crashes Worldwide Most countries have text signs.  Some CPs use the same 
symbol for warning of a high risk crash area and for 
indicating a crash has occurred. 

Emergency 
incidents

US / Quebec The US reserves the color magenta for emergencies.  The 
US system: yellow = permanent; orange = temporary, 
non-emergency; magenta = emergency.  Quebec’s sign 
(#13) indicates an emergency response team 
is on the road or on an adjacent road. 
R.E.1 recommends positioning signs 
and signals ahead of incidents to 
warn road users to reduce speed. 

Drones 1 NCP Use of drones is increasing for surveying and many other 
purposes.  Their sudden arrival may distract and disturb 
road users.  A US study found drones had the potential 
to cause risky off-the-road glances.  Another US study 
found 6% of 435 traffic professionals heard of drones 
causing crashes, 18% were aware of near misses, and 
>85% favored regulating use of drones flown over roads.  

#1 #2

#3 #4

#8

#6

#9

#11

#10

#5

#12

#13

#14

#15
#16

#7

Temporary Signs, A
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
GIVE WAY   PERMISSION TO PROCEED   Cycles   All traffic   TURNING VEHICLES   Left   Right   SIGN ASSEMBLIES 

At red signals, 
cyclists may 
proceed in the 
arrow’s direction 
when it is safe

France (all), 
Belgium (2)

Referring to B1, the VC states: “The sign shall 
bear no symbol.”  As these signs contravene 
the VC, it is worthwhile to examine how 
other CPs use different signs to convey the 
same message.  However, another issue 
arises with a VC rule that provides for no 
exceptions: “A red light shall mean that 
traffic may not proceed…”.  A broad review of 
traffic signal rules is therefore long overdue. 

Same as above 5 European 
CPs 

#1-3 are signs mounted below traffic signals.  
#4-8 are signs attached to the right of a red 
signal as shown in #6.  Stockholm is testing 
the concept; approval is expected.  Other 
countries, e.g., Luxembourg and Spain, use 
traffic signals to permit cyclists to turn right 
at red signals. 

At red signals, 
all traffic may 
proceed in the 
arrow’s direction 
when it is safe

9 CPs, mainly 
E European; 
1 E European 
NCP; 
Many NCPs 

Without revising the VC, considering these 
new signs is impossible.  This issue is an 
example the VC not keeping up with new 
ideas adopted by CPs. 
#9-10 may also be installed on posts a few 
meters ahead of traffic signals. 
Most NCPs permit these turns without signs. 

#1

#4

#7

Priority Signs, B

#8

#6

#2

#3

#5

#9 #10 #11
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Turning vehicles 
must give way 
to crossing road 
users

2 CPs; 
2 NCPs 

Car A pillars partly block turning drivers from seeing 
other road users, especially during left turns where 
driving is on the road’s right-hand side.  Warning 
drivers before they turn should help increase their 
awareness.  Singapore’s sign (#3), where driving is on 
the road’s left-hand side, is the equivalent of #1.  

Give way to the 
road user on 
the sign 

Some CPs; 
Many NCPs 

The VC addresses placing H panels below give way and 
other signs, but not placing signs, usually for warning, 
paired specifically with give way signs.  To enhance 
conspicuity, signs are used instead of H panels due to 
size and colorfulness.  Lack of consistency may send an 
incorrect message.  

ADVANCEMENT   COMPARTMENTALIZED LANES   Cycles   Motorcycles

Advanced 
waiting area for 
two-wheeled 
vehicles

1 CP;
1 NCP

Compartmentalized shared lanes grant priority 
positions to certain road users as traffic waits at red 
signals.  Many countries have these double stop lines, 
but not road signs for them.  Belgium’s sign (#7) allows 
mopeds in the cycle compartment.  Spain’s signs (#8-9) 
include mopeds.  #9 appears to be used only in Madrid. 

Note:  #7-9 are really E category signs that contain 
within-lane priority.  

#1

#4

#7

Priority Signs, B

#9

#6

#2

#3

#5

#8
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
EXCLUSION NO ENTRY

#1 Herders
#2 Horse riders
#3 Rickshaws
#4 Passenger cycles
#5 Cargo cycles
#6 Vendors
#7 PMVs

#8 Electric cycles
#9 Passenger

motorcycles
#10 Tricycle taxis
#11 Learner drivers
#12 Passenger cars

#13 Minibuses
#14 Caravans, 

motorized
#15 Tour buses
#16 Trucks with

tow
#17 4 road users

#1 Not used yet
#2 Widespread
#3 NCPs
#4 1 CP; A few NCPs
#5 2 CPs (alt version)
#6 1 CP; Many NCPs
#7 2 CPs officially;

Many CPs/NCPs
#8 1 CP
#9 1 NCP 

#10 1 CP; A few NCPs
#11 Widespread
#12 Used, but rarely

in national codes
#13 Many NCPs
#14 Many CPs;

Many NCPs
#15 Many NCPs
#16 1 CP 

#17 1 CP; 
2 NCPs

The examples shown here to do not represent all 
that is needed.  A variety of symbols should be 
considered, including those of use to LMICs, for 
prohibitions and for applicability to such other 
signs as those for parking/no parking. Of 
importance to LMICs are #1, #3-6, #9-11, #13. 

#5: Europe’s alternative to the LMIC sign:

#7: Norway’s electric scooter symbol
contains an electricity symbol on the
steering column. 

#8: One GERSS member suggests that the 
definition include all electric PMVs.  Another 
member prefers separate signs for scooters (#7), 
segways, and monowheels. 

#12: Symbol in R.E.2.   

#16: Pertains only to trucks, whereas C3g 
prohibits all vehicles with tows. 

#17 is used in by 1 CP and 2 NCPs in Europe 
exactly as shown here.  Presumably, using 1 
rather than 2 signs is preferred.  

#6

#5

Prohibition Signs, C

#2#1
#3

#4

#7

#9

#8

#10 #11

#12

#13 #14

#15

#16 #17

M. Pronin, IROSI, 2021.Egger image now being implemented in Austrian national sign code*
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Prohibited area NCPs These signs alert and prohibit road users from entering 

hazardous areas during times of such natural disasters as 
volcanic eruptions (#1), tsunamis (#2), floods (#3),  
avalanches/earthquakes (#4), or wildfires (#5). 

RESTRICTION Maximum speed limit   Fires   Tires 

Maximum speed 
limit with time

Most CPs; 
Many NCPs 

The color black is associated with nighttime.  Using black 
for day and night speed limits may confuse drivers.  

#6: Day     
#7-9: Night     
#10-12: Day and night

Symbols for day and night may improve comprehension. 

See suggested day/night symbols in H section. 

No overtaking 
above certain 
speed

1 CP Guidance would be useful for how to express speed 
limitation on overtaking.  

#5

Prohibition Signs, C

#3

#4

#1

#6

#8

#7

#10

#2

#9

#11
#12
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Maximum 
speed limit in 
2 languages

2 CPs;
Many NCPs 

The VC provides no example for expressing speed limit in 
2 languages.  

Reduced 
maximum speed 
limit during 
rainfall 

4 CPs; 
A few NCPs 

According to US research, maximum speed limits should 
be reduced by 1/3 during heavy rain. Accordingly, the 
reduction in Romania’s speed limit (#7) represents a safe 
practice. 

Reduced 
maximum speed 
limit during 
low visibility 

At least 5 CPs;
Many NCPs 

The design has the same pattern as that of rectangular 
signs for safe following distance. 

See also warning signs for fog. 

#2

#3

#4

Prohibition Signs, C

#1

#5

#8

#9

#7

#6

#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
No campfires 

OR
End of campfire area

Widespread Various signs in use for many years have become more 
urgent in aiming to control wildfires. 

No barbecue area A few CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Same as above. 

No smoking and/or 
no open flames

1 CP Same as above. 

#3 No smoking area 
#4 Do not discard 

flammable objects

Worldwide #3:  Same as above.  #4:  This former CP sign, which 
conveyed the message correctly as a prohibition, was 
converted into a warning sign.     (See warning sign section.) 

No studded tires 2 CPs Several CPs require trucks with studded tires to be 
marked with a vehicle-mounted plate. 
See also Vehicle-Mounted Plates.

REGULATION OF MOVEMENT   Single file   Safe distance   Overtaking   Tram tracks

No double file riding Several NCPs The signs for this good safety rule clash with C13 
by suggesting no overtaking.  

At least one NCP permits 
double file riding on 
safe road sections. 

#1

#2

#3

#4

Prohibition Signs, C

#5

#7

#8

#6
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Safe following distance for 
trucks 

3 CPs Will CPs forego their understandable signs for an 
alleged VC rule that C10 display only car symbols 
with a truck symbol on an H panel?  
Such a message would be confusing. 

Another type of sign used for the same message:

No overtaking 
#4: by heavy trucks
#5: by motorcycles
#6: of 2-wheeled vehicles 

by multitrack vehicles 
or motorcycles with 
sidecars 

End of no overtaking
#7: by trucks & buses 

2 CPs;
1 NCP

C13 cannot use symbols only of cars or generic 
trucks when other vehicles are concerned and be 
understandable.  The vehicle not allowed to 
overtake and vehicles not to be overtaken would 
be on an H panel.  Text would be needed, 
knowledge of its language required, and 
potential to confuse would still exist. 

#6 applies to dangerous sections of roads, such 
as slopes and narrow roads.  

No overtaking by trucks 
during certain hours

1 CP The color black is associated with night.  At a 
glance, truck drivers may assume the prohibition 
pertains only to nighttime.  

No driving on tram tracks Some CPs; 
Many NCPs

A few CPs and NCPs do permit driving on tracks. 
The lane sign in the center includes buses.

#6

#5

Prohibition Signs, C

#2#1

#3

#4

#7

#8

#9

#10 #11

#7
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
STATIONARY Stopping   Parking 

Do not block the 
intersection

A few CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Agreement is lacking about the sign category for this 
concept.  Most NCPs use a C sign (#1), which seems 
correct.  European CPs use signs #2-4.  

#7:  This image was tested for comprehension in the UK.  
Comprehension was very high at 90%, 94%, 95%, and 
97% in 4 tests.  However, every day a huge number of 
British urban drivers incur large fines for stopping in 
marked intersections.  

#9:  Estonia has 3 patterns for intersection markings. 

Do not block an 
emergency 
vehicle exit

A few CPs #10-14 are not in national sign codes.  If emergency 
vehicle symbols are added to the VC, #10-14 may be 
converted to “official” signs in the VC 
style.  These new signs may be 
effective without text for “exit”.

#1 #2

#3 #4

Prohibition Signs, C

#5

#6

#7
#8

#9

#10 #11

#13

#12

#14
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Stop to pay toll At least 12 CPs;

A few NCPs 
C16 signs appear to be poorly understood.  To improve 
comprehension, they require an explanatory H panel or 
redesign.  See Tolls in E section for results from IRSCEP’s 
evaluation.  

In Italy, C16 signs are in the D section. 

Stop for customs 
check 

At least 25 CPs; 
A few NCPs

The VC recommends that the message be in 2 languages 
as shown here.  However, some CPs prefer 1 language 
with the word Stop.  Recently, CPs have created pictorial 
signs for customs check.  

Stop at border A few CPs Poland has separate signs for customs check and border.  

Stop for police 
or military 
checkpoint

A few CPs Informing drivers of which lanes have been 
closed for the checkpoint would be useful.  

Stop before 
boarding ferry 

2 CPs In addition to the signs shown here, C16 is used for stop 
for control (inspections), stop for signals, etc.  The VC 
urges CPs to agree on using the same word in the same 
language for the same concept, but this is rarely seen.  

#1 #2

#3

#4

Prohibition Signs, C

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Signs #1-3 were created to stop riders from cluttering 
sidewalks with their vehicles in unauthorized places.  No 
other vehicle may be parked where these signs appear.

No parking for 
cycles and 
mopeds

Officially:
Netherlands

Only 1 CP and 2 NCPs add vehicle symbols to C18 in their 
national sign code.  Other countries follow this practice 
unofficially (#10, 12, 14).  A symbol on the sign expresses 
most directly no parking for certain vehicle(s) due to the 
VC rule that C18 permits exclusive parking to road 
user(s) on the H panel below the sign (#4).  Ways to 
deliver the message without contravening the VC are 
shown in sign assemblages #5-8, all more cumbersome 
than #2.  Denmark has used #9, but this sign may imply 
parking for other vehicles.  Revising the VC rule may lead 
to better comprehension and less contravention, but the 
rule is too deeply ingrained for considering  revision.  

No parking for 
vehicle(s) whose  
symbol is on the 
sign

Mainly NCPs 
Officially:
Andorra & Israel

#1 #2

#3

#4

Prohibition Signs, C

#5

#6

#7 #8

#9

#10

#14

#11

#13
#12
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
DETECTABILITY Lights   Horn

Lights on, low 
beam 
(mostly at 
tunnel 
entrance)

Worldwide 
CPs & NCPs use D 
sign or H panel; 
CPs & NCPs mostly 
use ISO icon in 
white or black

Car symbol from front or side also prevalent as H panel. 
In-vehicle systems use ISO icon. The 4 lights concepts 
should be considered simultaneously:  
(1)  Lights on, mandatory, temporary:  #s 1-3 on left
(2)  Lights on, mandatory, permanent:  #s 4-6 on left 
(3)  Lights off,                     (4) Lights off,            

mandatory                          voluntary (tunnel exit)

Can a single symbol cover all 4 concepts? 

One NCP uses both #1 and #4.  China’s sign (#5) is the 
most explicit, but distance legibility is sacrificed. 

R.E.1 recommends no lights sign for tunnels because 
drivers should know the rule: turn on low beams.  

Lights on, 
24 hours 
(mostly at 
national 
borders) 

3 Nordic & a few E 
European CPs 
(Finland has the 
rule, but no sign)

Use horn 1 CP;
Several NCPs

These signs are usually seen at blind bends and blind 
intersections.  

Mandatory Signs, D

#3

#1

#4

#9

#8

#7

#6

#2

#10

#11

#12

#5
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
LANES Single road user   HOV   Multiple road users

Lane or road 
reserved for one 
road user

Europe;
Other continents

Except for D11b, the VC overlooks symbol substitution 
in sections D and E.  D11b substitutions are for track or 
path, which in VC parlance differs from lane or road and 
is for low-speed road users.  CPs nevertheless 
substitute symbols out of necessity.  #1-4 exemplify less 
frequent symbol substitutions used by European CPs.  
#2 stands for track for herders in Portugal. 

Lane or road 
reserved for one 
road user

Europe These are examples of EA symbols used on D signs by 
European CPs. 

Lane or road 
reserved for one 
road user

Europe

#8 also other 
continents

These are examples of non-VC symbols used on D signs 
by European CPs. 

Lane or road 
reserved for one 
road user

Other continents These are examples of non-VC symbols used on D signs 
by NCPs. 

Mandatory Signs, D
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
HOV lane Widespread CPs use numerals, symbols of humans, or both to define 

HOV.  Most NCPs use both.  HOV lanes are usually shared 
with one other road users 
(buses, taxis with passengers, 
motorcycles, and/or pedal cycles).  

HOV, the professional term describing motor vehicles 
transporting more than one person at a time,  
avoids contradictory definitions of car sharing, 
carpooling, ride sharing, and vanpooling. 

Lane for more 
than one road 
user only

Widespread The VC does not address (or appears not to sanction) 
using D signs for more than 2 road users or using D signs 
for 2 high-speed road users.  

“SEMI-MANDATORY”   Reserved lanes

Not mandatory 
lane, but other 
road users may 
not use lane

Europe Many of the signs (#12-13) for high-speed road users are 
for gantries.  Depending on country, sign meaning varies.  
Finland points out that #13, widely used by CPs, may be 
mandatory, advised, for peak hours, or for route buses 
only.  As CPs use blue rectangles for such E signs and G 
route signs, revising the proposed bus/tram stop signs 
should be considered. 

Mandatory Signs, D
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
INSPECTION General   Weight   Emissions   Brakes   Cargo

General testing 3 CPs This type of inspection is multipurpose covering 
roadworthiness and emissions, mainly of cars.  
Do mandatory “services” belong in section F?  

Weigh station At least 6 CPs;
Several NCPs

Inspections are mandatory.  

Sweden and the UK conduct 
additional types of testing.  

Central America has the same symbol 
with different text for 5 purposes, 
one of which is weigh station. 

Emissions 
testing

1 NCP Testing is mandatory. 

Brakes testing 1 NCP Testing is mandatory. 

Checkpoint for 
goods 
inspection

2 CPs These signs may replace or supplement a C16 sign.  
#10 refers to cargo inspection.  #11 refers to checks on 
cargo and on vehicle weight and dimensions.  

Mandatory Signs, D
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
RESTRICTION Minimum speed limit   Maximum time   Dismount   Route for trucks

Minimum speed 
limit in 2 
languages

A few NCPs As with maximum speed limit, the VC provides no 
example for expressing minimum speed limit in 2 
languages.  

Time limit for 
stopping

A few CPs; 
A few NCPs

Stopping is allowed for a few minutes to load or unload 
passengers.  The sign is seen near schools, public transit 
stations, and P+R parking lots.  It may be a standalone 
or serve as an H panel with C or E signs.  

Dismount 2 CPs; 
Several NCPs

Riders of pedal cycles must walk with their vehicle to 
cross certain roads, to enter areas that prohibit riding 
cycles, or to use pedestrian underpasses or overpasses. 

Two tests in the US of a “walk bikes” sign 
found 62% and 100% comprehension. 

Route for trucks Several CPs The Dutch sign (#9) allots a compulsory route for trucks 
taller than its sign’s height limit, whereas the French 
sign (#10) advises a route for trucks taller than its sign’s 
height limit.  Differing definitions of the same or similar 
signs pose a problem for cross-border drivers.  This is 
one example of many where definition or usage of the 
same sign varies from country to country.  

Mandatory Signs, D

#1 #2
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Meaning Usage Comments
LANES Contraflow traffic   Cross traffic   Restricted use   Preselection

Contraflow 
traffic

Widespread in 
Europe

These lane signs often pertain to peak hours and may be 
for all road users or for buses, taxis, cycles, and/or HOVs. 

Cross traffic 
OR 

Contraflow 
cross traffic

Widespread in 
Europe

The same as above, but pertaining to cross traffic.  
Absence of cross traffic signs is a major VC omission. 

Contraflow cycle 
traffic on one-
way road

Widespread in 
W Europe

Most CPs use E5b with an H panel with 
Text for “except.”  Is France’s unique sign 
preferable for foreign drivers? 

Two-way cycle 
cross traffic

Widespread in 
W Europe

The message is understandable, 
but are there too
many variations? 

Restricted use 
of lanes for 
particular road 
users

Worldwide E2 signs need more than H panels.  Their lanes require 
C-F signs, separation for toll collection type, etc.  

Some CPs 
combine 
E1 and E2.

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Preselection for 
roundabout 
lanes

1 CP;
Many NCPs

Preselection signs for large multilane roundabouts are 
helpful to road users.  Seeing an example of such a sign 
in the VC may encourage more CPs to add such signs on 
their roads.  

PARKING Diagonal   No parking spot   Loading/Unloading   Time limits   Fees   HOV   Surveillance   Reserved   Taxis 

Diagonal 
parking

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs

R.E.2 makes no provision for diagonal parking.  #7, 9, 
and 11 most closely resemble R.E.2’s symbol design.  
The many other varieties in use tend to be consistent 
with how the individual countries depict their other 
parking configurations.  Example: 

Though much variation exists, the message seems clear.  
Harmonization may not be urgent. 

No parking on 
this spot

A few CPs Some parking areas have limits on vehicle placement.  
As above, if the message is clear, this is not a priority. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Loading & 
unloading area

Widespread Parking or, more often, No Parking signs accompany the 
H panels, almost always with time restrictions.  As the 
message seems clear, especially with a human figure in 
the symbol, harmonization may not be urgent. 

Time limits / 
Disc parking 

Worldwide / 
M & W Europe 

Time limits may be for minutes, hours, days, or these 
combined.  When parking is permitted or prohibited for 
hours, some harmonization may be achieved by 
eliminating the minutes, as in #8, if it is decided that, 
e.g., 8-18, the numbers clearly refer to a span of hours.  

Disc parking is free for a limited time.  

The substantial revenue that confusing symbols generate 
for localities may impede their harmonization. 

Fees Worldwide The types of fee parking include meters, pay and display, 
coupon parking, barrier tickets, and new high tech 
systems (pay by phone or by vehicle registration plate).

Fees during 
certain times

Worldwide Lithuania’s H panel (#19) indicates the days of the week, 
I-VI (Monday-Saturday), when fee parking is in effect.  

For suggested symbols for weekdays and weekends, see the H panel section.  

#1 #2 #3

#7

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Parking for 
HOVs

Widespread A VC symbol for HOV may assist in creating a uniform 
message for this automotive emissions control concept. 

Park + HOV 1 NCP Creating more P+R locations for HOV rides would lead to  
adoption of this sign. 

Safe parking 1 CP CCTV is shown on 
other signs too, 
especially in LEZs. 

Also, WP.1 suggests lock 
symbol ratings (#7) of 0-5 
to indicate security level.  
5 = highest; 0 = lowest. 

WPWP Reserved 
parking 

Many CPs; 
Many NCPs

These signs are used for road users for whom creating 
symbols would be difficult, such as authorized vehicles 
(#9), diplomats (#10, #12), and residents (#11).  

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Taxi station Worldwide As the word Taxi often appears on lane signs, mainly for 

HOV lanes, a taxi sign in the VC should be considered.  
The word is perhaps universal enough to be the symbol. 

CPs classify taxi station signs as C, E, F, or H.  

Some countries also have 
signs for shuttle service. 

TOLLS Roads   Collection

Toll roads Widespread CPs have replaced C16 with other signs.  As cash usage 
decreases, cash symbol relevance should be examined.  
IRSCEP’s average in 5 countries: C16 comprehension 8.5%, 
RT (reaction time) 9.1 seconds; blue sign’s 
comprehension 86%, RT 5.5 seconds. 

I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: 
black/white sign comprehension 81%.

Toll collection Widespread Signs for specific types of payment are now the norm. No 
signs exist for newer options, e.g., paying via phone or 
computer before driving on a toll road.  Tolls may be 
based on distance, time (vignettes), and vehicle weight. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
STATIONS & STOPS   Ferries   Trains   Airports   Trucks   Buses   Trolleybuses   School buses

Ferries Widespread If the VC will include only one general ferry sign, then 
the symbol should also be relevant for ferry travel by 
raft and large canoe in LMICs. 

Passenger 
ferries

1 CP This type of symbol is closer to the LMIC experience. 

Cycle ferries 1 CP If all passenger ferries permit pedal cycles, a separate 
signs for cycles seems unnecessary.  Denmark’s sign (#3) 
is defined as walking and cycle ferry. 

Car ferries Widespread Depictions of car ferries vary a great deal.  Cars may 
number from 1-3 and be shown from the front, back, or 
side.  R.E.’s car ferry symbol is part of a direction sign. 
I-SCT’s average in 3 countries: #5’s comprehension 95%.  
#5 was defined as ferry. 

Truck ferries 1 CP;
2 NCPs

Ferry transport only for trucks seems rare.  

Car/truck ferries At least 3 CPs; 
Several NCPs

This symbol would complement R.E.2’s car ferry, but its 
clarity puts its addition to the VC in the not urgent 
category.  

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Container ships At least 4 CPs;

A few NCPs 
Like signs for truck or car/truck ferries, these signs have 
relevance for truck routes.  

Truck transport 
by rail

3 CPs These signs complement R.E.’s symbol for car transport 
by rail, which is part of a direction sign.  

Germany also has a sign for
where to find information 
about transporting trucks.  

Airports / 
Airfields

Worldwide Some countries use arrows to indicate airport or airfield 
direction.  Other countries, such as Sweden (#11), use 
the symbol to point to the left, right, or straight ahead.  

Heliports 3 CPs; 
A few NCPs 

The helicopter symbol would be needed if the VC adopts 
a sign for speed surveillance by aircraft.  The symbol is 
seen often on warning signs. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Train stations Many CPs;

Many NCPs 
The CPs often do not use the train symbol from their 
warning sign on the train station sign.  

At least one CP is exploring conversion of the locomotive 
train symbol into that of a modern train. 

Truck terminals 3 CPs This sign would direct truck drivers to their warehouses 
for loading of goods.  It is especially pertinent during 
times when new drivers are being sought.  

See also loading & unloading area in the Parking section above.  

Bus stations Many CPs;
Many NCPs 

Having one symbol to convey station or terminal for all 
types of vehicles would be useful.  

This is only one example of the applicability of the bus 
symbol to more signs than that for bus stop, which is the 
only VC sign pertaining to buses.  

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Trolleybus stops E European CPs; 

Latin America
The trolleybus symbol is harmonized among countries 
and easy to understand.  The Protocol acknowledges 
trolleybus stops. 

Shared stops for 
2 types of public 
transit 

Provision should be made for shared stops by more than 
one type of vehicle. 

School bus stops Several 
European CPs

R.E.1 recommends that signs for school bus stops be 
posted where the stop is only for school buses and not 
shared with other types of buses.  It appears that R.E.1 
favors signs like #9-10.  

ZONES & STREETS   Schools   Pedestrians   Cycles   Shared   Trucks   Snow Tires

School zones Widespread School zone are accompanied by reduced speed limits, 
usually displayed on separate signs.

#1

#2

#3

#5

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
School streets 2 CPs The road is closed to traffic during certain days and 

hours. 
#1: Egger symbol being implemented in Austrian code  

Play streets 2 CPs Motorists are informed that they are “guests” on the 
street.  

Pedestrian 
zones

Many CPs;
Many NCPs 

D symbols are those now seen most often on pedestrian 
zone signs.  Neither roundels nor squares are “perfect” 
in that pedestrians are not ordered to use these zones 
(#3-4) (or streets) and, minus text, other road users may 
be allowed entrance (#5, #7).  The most “correct,” 
least used sign type is #6.  Some Russian signs 
limit days and/or times that zones are in effect.  
WP.1 (EA, Art. 27 ter) favors creating a zone sign. 

Pedestrian 
streets

A few W 
European CPs

Similar signs differing in meaning 
should be examined with a view 
toward eliminating confusion.  

Cycle zones A few W 
European CPs

If a cycle zone sign is added to the VC, clarification is 
needed: Are cycle zones the same as cycle street zones?  

Mr. Egger believes these cycling areas are not 
E9 zones, but regulated roads like E5a and E6a.  
This concept is now being implemented in 
Austria’s road traffic regulations. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Cycle streets European CPs Cycle streets differ from cycle paths as motor vehicles 

are, with restrictions, allowed on cycle streets.  Rules 
vary from country to country and in localities within 
countries.  The Russian sign (#6) permits cyclists to use 
all parts of the road and pedestrians to cross anywhere 
while limiting motor vehicle speed to 20 km/h.  

If a cycle street sign is added, including a 
speed limit for motor vehicles on this sign
and on EA sign E17a should be discussed.  

Pedestrian / 
Cycle zones

1 E European CP The road may be used by motorized traffic unable to 
exceed 40 km/h and trucks delivering goods to homes 
and businesses if this road is their only access.  

Shared zones 4 CPs; 
1 NCP

Pedestrians, cyclists, and motor vehicles share
the same road space in this zone.  

Shared street 2 CPs Cyclists and motorists are alerted that they will share 
the same road space for the distance shown on the sign.  
Croatia’s sign (#10) warns drivers of heavy cyclist traffic. 

No trucks zones At least 5 CPs;
A few NCPs 

These signs are usually qualified to permit local 
deliveries. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
Snow tire zone         1 CP;

1 NCP
In snowy regions during winter, vehicles must  have
snow tires or carry chains to fit tires during icy or 
snowy conditions. 

This symbol is inside #1’s snow tire.  

Stopping place 
for tire chains 

1 CP Allocating safe areas and signs for tire chain attachment 
is worth consideration. 

CROSSINGS Pedestrians   Cycles   Pedestrians/Cycles   Trams

Pedestrian 
crossing

Worldwide CPs report a conspicuity problem due to visual clutter.  
Some have added flashing beacons and/or fluorescent 
borders to signs. 

The Netherlands has 30 differently configured 
signs that warn drivers before they turn. 

Cycles crossing At least 10 CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Except for Belgium, the CPs include 1 or 2 lane lines on 
their signs.  

Pedestrians / 
cycles crossing

At least 4 CPs;
2 NCPs 

Disagreement exists over the need for these signs, 
inclusion of lane lines, and different signs for which road 
user is on the near or far side are also questioned.  

Tram crossing 1 CP The need for this sign in the VC should be assessed. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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Symbol Meaning Usage Comments
SPECIAL REGULATION INDUSTRIAL AREA 

Industrial area Many CPs; 
Many NCPs 

Special parking rules often apply in this area.  

The symbols seem relatively harmonized.  Creating one 
symbol may not be a priority.  

The Dutch sign (#5) is for a combined commercial and 
industrial area. 

SURVEILLANCE Cameras   Radar   Aircraft   Average speed

Speed cameras / 
Red signal 
cameras 

Widespread From a vast variety of signs, 3 main symbols emerge.  #6 
and #8 are used often with equal frequency.  #7 may be 
the best choice as it best resembles traffic cameras and 
radar devices.  #8, however, is compatible with #13-14.  

Radar Widespread The most frequently seen symbol has a solid round dot 
and parallel curved lines.  

Enforcement by 
aircraft 

1 CP; 
1 NCP 

Use of aircraft, especially of drones, is increasing for this 
purpose.  Observation should be made to ascertain if 
less speeding occurs where these signs are posted.  

Sectional 
average speed 
measurement 
by camera

M & W 
European CPs; 
Several NCPs 

The signs differ, often with one camera or text only, 
where distance ÷ time is measured.  The UK also 
has a sign to inform drivers that speed limit may 
vary from day to day on certain roads. 

Special Regulation Signs, E
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